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List of ClassicList of Classic Claims, Defenses Claims, Defenses 
and Principlesand Principles

Breach of Fiduciary DutyBreach of Fiduciary Duty
Civil ConspiracyCivil Conspiracy
Civil RICOCivil RICO
Civil TheftCivil Theft
Constructive TrustConstructive Trust
ConversionConversion
Equitable AccountingEquitable Accounting
FloridaFlorida’’s Deceptive & Unfair s Deceptive & Unfair 
Trade Practices Trade Practices ActAct
FraudFraud
Fraud in the InducementFraud in the Inducement
Injurious FalsehoodInjurious Falsehood
Theft and Loss of Business Theft and Loss of Business 
OpportunitiesOpportunities
Theft of Trade SecretsTheft of Trade Secrets
TortiousTortious InterferenceInterference

ReplevinReplevin
Breach of ContractBreach of Contract
Account StatedAccount Stated
Intentional InterferenceIntentional Interference
Economic Loss RuleEconomic Loss Rule
Statute of FraudsStatute of Frauds
ParolParol Evidence RuleEvidence Rule
Other Contract DefensesOther Contract Defenses
Blue Sky LawsBlue Sky Laws
Liability of Partners, Limited Liability of Partners, Limited 
Partners, and LLC MembersPartners, and LLC Members
Negligent MisrepresentationNegligent Misrepresentation
Corporate LiabilityCorporate Liability



DefamationDefamation
SlanderSlander
Slander of TitleSlander of Title
Trade Trade 
Libel/DisparagementLibel/Disparagement
Unfair Unfair 
Competition/Trade Competition/Trade 
PracticesPractices



Formed to invest in real estate in the Formed to invest in real estate in the 
Dominican RepublicDominican Republic
Macdonald Macdonald -- Chairman, President and Chairman, President and 
CEOCEO
Opened accounts at Eagle Bank for Opened accounts at Eagle Bank for 
Casa CaribeCasa Caribe
Made his wife signatory on the Made his wife signatory on the 
accountsaccounts



Clients invested around $450,000Clients invested around $450,000
$70,000 in legitimate expenses$70,000 in legitimate expenses
Board of Directors became concernedBoard of Directors became concerned
Meeting with Macdonald in NYCMeeting with Macdonald in NYC



Macdonald gave the Board bogus Macdonald gave the Board bogus 
documentsdocuments
When the other directors showed up When the other directors showed up 
in NYC, Macdonald wasnin NYC, Macdonald wasn’’t theret there
Board removed Macdonald from his Board removed Macdonald from his 
positionposition



Further investigation revealed that Further investigation revealed that 
Macdonald had stolen between Macdonald had stolen between 
$450,000 and $500,000$450,000 and $500,000

What are the causes of action?What are the causes of action?



ELEMENTS:ELEMENTS: HERE:HERE:

Defendant has a Defendant has a 
fiduciary duty to fiduciary duty to 
Plaintiff;Plaintiff;
Defendant breaches its Defendant breaches its 
duties to Plaintiff; andduties to Plaintiff; and
Plaintiff suffers Plaintiff suffers 
damages.damages.

Classic fiduciary Classic fiduciary 
position;position;
Stole from the Stole from the 
company;company;
Money is gone.Money is gone.

Doe v. Evans, 814 So.2d 370, 374 (Fla. 2002) 



ELEMENTS:ELEMENTS: HERE:HERE:

Defendant engaged in Defendant engaged in 
an unauthorized act; an unauthorized act; 
whichwhich
Deprived Plaintiff of its Deprived Plaintiff of its 
property, permanently property, permanently 
or for an indefinite timeor for an indefinite time
Demand or showing of Demand or showing of 
futility of demand, futility of demand, 
unless conversion can unless conversion can 
otherwise be shownotherwise be shown

Unauthorized taking of $Unauthorized taking of $
Macdonald and his wife Macdonald and his wife 
deprived CC of its deprived CC of its 
money by spending itmoney by spending it
CC demanded return of CC demanded return of 
fundsfunds

Senfeld v. Bank of Nova Scotia Trust Co. (Cayman) Ltd., 
450 So.2d 1157, 1160 (Fla. 3d DCA 1984) 



ELEMENTS:ELEMENTS: HERE:HERE:

Defendant knowingly Defendant knowingly 
obtains or uses, or obtains or uses, or 
endeavors to obtain or to endeavors to obtain or to 
use, with a felonious intent use, with a felonious intent 
to steal (criminal intent);to steal (criminal intent);
Property in which Plaintiff Property in which Plaintiff 
can successfully identify a can successfully identify a 
legally cognizable right;legally cognizable right;
With intent to, either With intent to, either 
temporarily or temporarily or 
permanently:permanently:
•• Deprive Plaintiff of a right to Deprive Plaintiff of a right to 

the property or a benefit the property or a benefit 
from the property; orfrom the property; or

•• Appropriate the property to Appropriate the property to 
DefendantDefendant’’s own use or to s own use or to 
the use of a person other the use of a person other 
than the Plaintiff.than the Plaintiff.

Macdonald was fiduciary Macdonald was fiduciary 
–– knew what he was knew what he was 
takingtaking
Casa CaribeCasa Caribe’’s moneys money
Paid his and his wifePaid his and his wife’’s s 
personal expenses personal expenses 



PrePre--suit Demand Requirementsuit Demand Requirement
Standard of Proof for Felonious Standard of Proof for Felonious 
Intent: clear and convincingIntent: clear and convincing
Treble damagesTreble damages

Westinghouse Elect. Corp., Inc. v. Bay County Energy Systems, 
Inc., 590 So.2d 986, 988 (Fla. 1st DCA 1991) 



ELEMENTSELEMENTS HERE:HERE:

Defendant made a false Defendant made a false 
representation;representation;
Regarding a material Regarding a material 
fact;fact;
Defendant knew or Defendant knew or 
should have known the should have known the 
representation was representation was 
false;false;
Defendant intended that Defendant intended that 
the representation the representation 
induce Plaintiff to act on induce Plaintiff to act on 
it; andit; and
Plaintiff suffered Plaintiff suffered 
damages in justifiable damages in justifiable 
reliance on the reliance on the 
representationrepresentation

Sent false documentsSent false documents
Regarding the account Regarding the account 
balancebalance
Macdonald was in Macdonald was in 
charge of the accountcharge of the account
Members sent money, Members sent money, 
which was lostwhich was lost
Fiduciary relationship Fiduciary relationship 
(reasonable reliance)(reasonable reliance)

Johnson v. Davis, 480 So.2d 625 (Fla. 1985) 



ELEMENTS:ELEMENTS: HERE:HERE:

Defendant formed and Defendant formed and 
operated a conspiracy operated a conspiracy 
(two or more parties);(two or more parties);
To do an unlawful act or To do an unlawful act or 
lawful act by unlawful lawful act by unlawful 
means;means;
The execution of such The execution of such 
act in pursuance of the act in pursuance of the 
conspiracy; andconspiracy; and
Plaintiff suffers damages Plaintiff suffers damages 
as a result.as a result.

Macdonald + Boswell + Macdonald + Boswell + 
Smith = two or more Smith = two or more 
parties;parties;
To steal money from To steal money from 
CC;CC;
For example:For example:
•• Credit card for Smith;Credit card for Smith;
•• Cash for Boswell;Cash for Boswell;
•• Transfers to Transfers to 

MacdonaldMacdonald’’s offshore s offshore 
accountsaccounts

CC lost its money.CC lost its money.Churruca v. Miami Jai‐alai, Inc., 353 So.2d 547, 550 (Fla. 1977) 



Haven Home solicited buyers of Haven Home solicited buyers of 
condos.condos.
Plaintiffs were potential purchasers. Plaintiffs were potential purchasers. 
Numerous false statements, Numerous false statements, 
including:including:
•• Units at Units at ““friends and familyfriends and family”” pricing;pricing;
•• Units not for sale to the public;Units not for sale to the public;
•• Long waiting list to purchase unitsLong waiting list to purchase units
•• Quick flip = Big Profit$$$Quick flip = Big Profit$$$



Plaintiffs relied on Plaintiffs relied on 
misrepresentationsmisrepresentations
Made depositsMade deposits
The promised flipping didnThe promised flipping didn’’t happent happen
Defendant changed floor plans; Defendant changed floor plans; 
increased assessments without increased assessments without 
timely noticetimely notice
Plaintiffs sought to exercise their Plaintiffs sought to exercise their 
contractual rights to rescind contractual rights to rescind 
Defendant refused to complyDefendant refused to comply



Fraud in the InducementFraud in the Inducement
Here:Here:

Misrepresentations made to induce deposits Misrepresentations made to induce deposits 
on the condominiums  on the condominiums  
Misrepresentations undermined the Misrepresentations undermined the 
negotiationsnegotiations
Plaintiffs could not have known falsityPlaintiffs could not have known falsity



Fraud in the InducementFraud in the Inducement
The The economic loss rule economic loss rule limits the limits the 
parties to their contractual remedies in parties to their contractual remedies in 
the case of fraud relating to the the case of fraud relating to the 
performance of a contract.  However, if performance of a contract.  However, if 
the fraud occurs in connection with the fraud occurs in connection with 
misrepresentations or omissions which misrepresentations or omissions which 
induce the Plaintiff to enter into a induce the Plaintiff to enter into a 
contract or transaction, such fraud is contract or transaction, such fraud is 
fraud in the inducementfraud in the inducement, which is , which is 
not so limited.  not so limited.  D&M Jupiter, Inc. v. D&M Jupiter, Inc. v. 
FriedopferFriedopfer, 853 So.2d 485 (Fla. 4, 853 So.2d 485 (Fla. 4thth DCA DCA 
2003).2003).



““Fraud in the inducement presents a Fraud in the inducement presents a 
special situation where parties to a special situation where parties to a 
contract appear to negotiate freely contract appear to negotiate freely ––
which normally would constitute which normally would constitute 
grounds for invoking the economic grounds for invoking the economic 
loss doctrine loss doctrine –– but where in fact the but where in fact the 
ability of one party to negotiate fair ability of one party to negotiate fair 
terms and make an informed terms and make an informed 
decision is undermined by the other decision is undermined by the other 
partyparty’’s fraudulent behavior.s fraudulent behavior.”” Hotels Hotels 
of Key Largo, Inc. v. RHI Hotels, of Key Largo, Inc. v. RHI Hotels, 
Inc.Inc., 694 So.2d 74 (Fla. 3d DCA , 694 So.2d 74 (Fla. 3d DCA 



FloridaFlorida’’s Deceptive & Unfair s Deceptive & Unfair 
Trade Practices Act (Violation of Trade Practices Act (Violation of 
§§ 501.204)501.204)

Two approaches:Two approaches:
•• The Standards Approach: unfair, The Standards Approach: unfair, 

immoral, etc. business practices are immoral, etc. business practices are 
illegalillegal

•• The Per Se Approach: based on The Per Se Approach: based on 
other statutes, ordinances, rules, other statutes, ordinances, rules, 
etc.etc.

E.g. FTC rulesE.g. FTC rules



FloridaFlorida’’s Deceptive & Unfair Trade s Deceptive & Unfair Trade 
Practices Act Practices Act 
A practice is unfair A practice is unfair ““if it offends public policy and if it offends public policy and 
is immoral, unethical, oppressive, unscrupulous is immoral, unethical, oppressive, unscrupulous 
or substantially injurious to consumers.or substantially injurious to consumers.”” Urling Urling 
v. Helms Exterminatorsv. Helms Exterminators, 468 So.2d 451 (Fla. 1, 468 So.2d 451 (Fla. 1stst

DCA 1985).DCA 1985).

Here: The Standards ApproachHere: The Standards Approach
Misrepresentations in the conduct of trade as Misrepresentations in the conduct of trade as 
Condominium developerCondominium developer
Untimely notice of amendment and withholding of Untimely notice of amendment and withholding of 
PlaintiffsPlaintiffs’’ depositsdepositsUrling v. Helms Exterminators, 468 So.2d 451 (Fla. 1st DCA 1985) 



Temp agencyTemp agency
Johanna Medium (JM) hired as Johanna Medium (JM) hired as 
manager  manager  
Privy to confidential and proprietary Privy to confidential and proprietary 
informationinformation



NonNon--compete clausecompete clause
AntiAnti--interference clauseinterference clause
TerminationTermination



Competing businessCompeting business
Misrepresentations to EE employeesMisrepresentations to EE employees



ELEMENTS:ELEMENTS: HERE:HERE:

Valid contractValid contract
Material breachMaterial breach
Damages caused by Damages caused by 
breachbreach

Employment contractEmployment contract
Specific termSpecific term
Loss of businessLoss of business

Beck v. Lazard Freres & Co., LLC, 175 F.3d 913, 914 
(11th Cir. 1999) 



Uniform Trade Secrets Act (Fla. Stat. Uniform Trade Secrets Act (Fla. Stat. §§§§
688.001 688.001 –– 688.009688.009
““Trade secretTrade secret”” means information, means information, 
including a formula, pattern, compilation, including a formula, pattern, compilation, 
program, device, method, technique, or program, device, method, technique, or 
process that:process that:
•• Derives independent economic value, Derives independent economic value, 

actual or potential, from not being actual or potential, from not being 
generally known to, and not being readily generally known to, and not being readily 
ascertainable by proper means by, other ascertainable by proper means by, other 
persons who can obtain economic value persons who can obtain economic value 
from its disclosure or use; andfrom its disclosure or use; and

•• Is the subject of efforts that are reasonable Is the subject of efforts that are reasonable 
under the circumstances to maintain its under the circumstances to maintain its 
secrecy.secrecy.


